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Abstract
We examine classes of extremal graphs for the inequality (G) |V | − max{d(v) + v(G)}, where (G) is the domination
number of graph G, d(v) is the degree of vertex v, and v(G) is the size of a largest matching in the subgraph of G induced by
the non-neighbours of v. This inequality improves on the classical upper bound |V | − max d(v) due to Claude Berge. We give a
characterization of the bipartite graphs and of the chordal graphs that achieve equality in the inequality. The characterization implies
that the extremal bipartite graphs can be recognized in polynomial time, while the corresponding problem remains NP-complete for
the extremal chordal graphs.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and preliminary results
We consider graphs that are ﬁnite, undirected, simple and loopless. Let G be a graph with vertex set V (G) and
edge set E(G). A set D ⊆ V (G) is a dominating set of G if every vertex of V (G)\D has a neighbour in D. The
domination number (G) is the size of a smallest dominating set in G. Computing the domination number of a graph
is an NP-complete problem, even when restricted to bipartite graphs or to chordal graphs [6,9]. Thus it is of interest
to ﬁnd easily computable bounds on the domination number. For a vertex v in a graph G, the open neighbourhood of
v is the set N(v) = {u ∈ V (G)|uv ∈ E(G)}, the closed neighbourhood of v is N [v] = N(v) ∪ {v}, and the degree
of v of G is d(v) = |N(v)|. Berge [2,3] proved the inequality (G)n(G) − (G), where n(G) = |V (G)| is the size
of graph G and (G) is the maximum degree in G. Recently, we improved this inequality as follows. Recall that a
matching in a graph G is a set of pairwise non-intersecting edges, and the matching number (G) is the size of a largest
matching in G. For any vertex v ∈ V (G), let v(G) be the maximum size of a matching in the subgraph induced by
the non-neighbours of v. Then deﬁne
′(G) = max{d(v) + v(G)|v ∈ V (G)}.
The number (G) can be computed for any graph G in polynomial time [7,11]. Therefore ′(G) also can be computed
in polynomial time. Clearly, (G)′(G). Thus the following theorem, proved in [4], improves Berge’s inequality.
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Theorem 1.1 (Blidia et al. [4]). Every graph G satisﬁes (G)n(G) − ′(G).
We will give a characterization of the bipartite graphs and of the chordal graphs G for which (G)= n(G)−′(G).
Before presenting the main results, we need to introduce some deﬁnitions and notation. For any vertex v in a graph G,
we write:
• N(v) = V (G)\N [v],
• N0(v) = {w ∈ N(v)| w has no neighbour in N(v)},
• I (v) = {w ∈ N(v)| w has no neighbour in N(v)}.
For any S ⊆ V (G) we write N(S) = {v ∈ V (G)\S | ∃s ∈ S, sv ∈ E(G)}. The subgraph of G induced by S will be
denote either by G[S] or, if there is no ambiguity, by S itself.Also G\S denotes the subgraph of G induced by V (G)\S.
A set S ⊆ V (G) is independent if no edge of G has its two endvertices in S. A vertex of degree one is called a leaf, and
its neighbour is called its support.
Good vertices, coronas, crowned graphs, and sensitive vertices: recall that we set ′(G) = max{d(v) + v(G)|v ∈
V (G)}. We then call good vertex any vertex v such that d(v) + v(G) = ′(G). Deciding if a vertex is good, and
ﬁnding all good vertices, can be done in polynomial time since v(G) and ′(G) can be computed in polynomial time,
as mentioned above.
The corona H ∗ of a graph H is the graph made from H by appending a vertex of degree one to each vertex of H.
Observe that if D is any dominating set of H ∗, then for each leaf y of H ∗, D contains either y or its neighbour. It follows
that (H ∗) = |V (H)|.
Say that a graph G is a crowned graph if, for every good vertex v of V (G), every component of N(v) is either a
clique of size one or two, or a chordless cycle on four vertices (a “square component”), or the corona of a graph H with
|V (H)|2 (a “corona component”). (Although a clique of size two can be viewed as a corona, we want to reserve the
term corona component for a corona of size at least four.)
We say that a vertex a ∈ N(v) is sensitive with respect to v, and deﬁne a set Xv(a) ⊆ N(v), in the following
cases:
• a has a neighbour in N(v), and either {a} is a component of size one of N(v), or a lies in a square component of
N(v), or a is a leaf of a corona component of N(v). Then put Xv(a) = N(a) ∩ N(v).
• a is in a component C of N(v) of size two, and there is a vertex x ∈ N(v) that is adjacent to both vertices of C.
In that case let Xv(a) be the set of all such x’s. Note that in this case the other vertex b of C is also sensitive, and
Xv(b) = Xv(a).
When a vertex v is clearly ﬁxed, we may say that some vertex is sensitive instead of sensitive with respect to v. Let Sv
be the set of all sensitive vertices of N(v), and Xv be the union of the Xv(a)’s over all a ∈ Sv . For any component C
of N(v), let Xv(C) be the union of the Xv(a)’s over all sensitive vertices a of C. Note that these vertices and sets can
easily be computed in polynomial time.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be any graph such that (G)=n(G)−′(G). Then G is a crowned graph. Moreover, every good
vertex v of G satisﬁes the following:
(a) Any two components C,C′ of N(v) satisfy Xv(C) ∩ Xv(C′) = ∅.
(b) For any corona component C of N(v), any w ∈ N(v) is adjacent to at most two leaves of C, and if w is adjacent
to two leaves then their supports in C are adjacent and at least one of the two supports is not adjacent to w.
Proof. It was proved in [4, Lemma 3.1], that any graph G such that (G) = n(G) − ′(G) must be a crowned graph.
Now consider any good vertex v of G. The hypothesis (G) = n(G) − ′(G) implies (as shown in [4, Lemma 3.1])
that (G)= v(G)+ |I (v)| + 1. We deﬁne a set Dv as follows. For each component C of N(v) of size at most two, put
one vertex of C in Dv . For each square component C of N(v), put two vertices of C in Dv . For each corona component
C of N(v), put all the support vertices of C in Dv . Put also v in Dv . It is easy to see that Dv is a dominating set of size
v(G) + |I (v)| + 1.
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Suppose that item (a) does not hold. So there are two components C1, C2 of N(v) such that Xv(C1)∩Xv(C2) 
= ∅.
Pick any w ∈ Xv(C1) ∩ Xv(C2). For i ∈ {1, 2}, deﬁne a subset Di ⊆ Ci as follows. If |Ci |2, put Di = ∅. If Ci
is a square component, let x be a vertex of Ci ∩ N(w), let u be the non-neighbour of x in Ci , and put Di = {u}.
If Ci is a corona component, say the corona of a graph H with |V (H)|2, let x′ be a leaf of Ci that is adjacent
to w, let x be the support of x′ in Ci , and put Di = V (H)\x. Note that if Ci is any component with |Ci |2, then
|Di | = |Ci |/2− 1. In each case, the set (Dv\(C1 ∪C2))∪D1 ∪D2 ∪ {w} is a dominating set of size v(G)+ |I (v)|, a
contradiction.
Suppose that item (b) does not hold for some corona component C of N(v) and some w ∈ N(v). So, either w is
adjacent to two leaves x′, y′ of C whose supports x, y are not adjacent, or w is adjacent to at least three leaves x′, y′, z′
of C whose supports x, y, z induce a clique, or w is adjacent to exactly two leaves x′, y′ of C and their supports x, y
are pairwise adjacent and are both adjacent to w. In each case, each of x, y has a neighbour in {w} ∪ Dv\{x, y}. So
{w} ∪ Dv\{x, y} is a dominating set of size v(G) + |I (v)|, a contradiction. 
2. Bipartite graphs
For any sensitive vertex a, let X∗v(a) = {x ∈ Xv(a)| x has no neighbour in N(v)\a}, and say that a ∈ Sv is very
sensitive if |X∗v(a)|2.
Theorem 2.1. Let G be any connected bipartite graph. The following properties are equivalent:
(I) (G) = n(G) − ′(G);
(II) G is a crowned graph and every good vertex v of G satisﬁes (a), (b′), (c′):
(a) any two components C,C′ of N(v) satisfy Xv(C) ∩ Xv(C′) = ∅;
(b′) for any corona component C of N(v), any w ∈ N(v) is adjacent to at most one leaf of C;
(c′) either N0(v) 
= ∅, or every vertex of Sv is very sensitive;
(III) G is a crowned graph and some good vertex v of G satisﬁes (a), (b′), (c′).
Proof. Let G be a bipartite graph and let A,B be two independent sets that form a bipartition of V (G).
First we prove (I) ⇒ (II). Suppose that (G) = n(G) − ′(G), and let v be any good vertex of G. By Theorem
1.2, G is a crowned graph and v satisﬁes conditions (a), (b). Since G is bipartite, condition (b) translates to condition
(b′). Suppose that (c′) does not hold. So N0(v) = ∅ and there exists a vertex x ∈ Sv that is not very sensitive. We may
assume up to symmetry that v ∈ A and N(v) ⊆ B. Consider the set D=N(v)∩A. Note that D contains I (v), and that
N(v)\I (v) has a perfect matching, of size v(G). Since D contains exactly half of the vertices of N(v)\I (v), we have
|D| = v(G)+ |I (v)|. Since G is bipartite and N0(v)=∅, every vertex of N(v) has a neighbour in D. So D dominates
V (G)\{v}. If X∗v(x) 
= ∅, let w be the unique vertex in X∗v(x). If X∗v(x) = ∅, let w be any vertex in N(v) ∩ N(x).
Note that x ∈ D and that every vertex of N(x)\w has a neighbour in D\x since x is not very sensitive. Thus the set
{w} ∪ D\{x} is a dominating set of G of size v(G) + |I (v)|, a contradiction. Thus (II) holds.
Next, the implication (II) ⇒ (III) is obvious.
Finally, let us prove (III) ⇒ (I). Suppose that G is a connected crowned bipartite graph that satisﬁes conditions (a),
(b′), (c′) for some good vertex v. We may assume that v ∈ A. Let D be any minimum dominating set. We must show
that |D| = v(G) + |I (v)| + 1, so suppose on the contrary that |D|v(G) + |I (v)|. Consider any component C of
N(v). We note that:
• If C has size one, then D contains at least one vertex of C ∪N(C)=C ∪Xv(C) in order to dominate the vertex of C.
• If C has size two, say C = {a, b} with a ∈ A, b ∈ B, then b is a leaf in G, and so we may assume that D contains a
(else it contains b and we can replace b by a in D).
• If C is a square component, then, since G is bipartite, D contains at least two vertices of C ∪N(C)=C ∪Xv(C) in
order to dominate the vertices of C.
• If C is a corona component, let YC be the set of supports of C whose leaves in C are not sensitive. Then we may
assume that YC ⊆ D, for otherwise some non-sensitive leaf of C is in D, and we can replace it in D by its support
and still get a dominating set of minimum size. Moreover, for each sensitive leaf a of C, the set D must contain a
vertex of N [a], which is either a, or its support in C, or some vertex x ∈ Xv(a); note that by (b′) for distinct a’s
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such x’s are distinct. So D contains at least |Sv ∩ C| vertices of C ∪ Xv(C) in addition to YC . Thus D contains at
least |C|/2 vertices of C ∪ Xv(C) in order to dominate the vertices of C.
These four points, combined with condition (a), imply that D contains at least v(G) + |I (v)| vertices in order to
dominate the vertices of N(v). Since we assumed |D|v(G)+|I (v)|, we have equality, which implies that in each of
the four cases above D contains exactly the indicated number of vertices (we call this the tightness condition) and also
that D contains no other vertex, in particular D contains no vertex of {v} ∪ N(v)\Xv . This in turn implies N0(v) = ∅,
for otherwise a vertex of N0(v) would have no neighbour in D. Since v /∈D, there is a vertex x ∈ D ∩ N(v), and so
there is a component C of N(v) such that x ∈ Xv(C). Let a be a sensitive vertex of C adjacent to x. Note that either C
has size one, or C is a square component, or C is a corona component and a is a leaf of C. Then the tightness condition
implies that D contains exactly one vertex of N [a], so D∩ (N(a)∩N(v)\{x})=∅. So any vertex of N(a)∩N(v)\{x}
must have a neighbour in D, which lies necessarily in N(v)\{a}. This means that X∗v(a) ⊆ {x}, so a is not a very
sensitive vertex, a contradiction to (c′). So (I) holds. 
We note that the conditions expressed in Theorem 2.1 can be checked in polynomial time. So, although computing
(G) is NP-complete for bipartite graphs, we can decide if (G) = n(G) − ′(G) in polynomial time.
A simple example of an extremal bipartite graph is the following. Take k vertices x1, . . . , xk , take t cycles of length
four and call ai one vertex of the ith cycle (i=1, . . . , t), and take r paths on four vertices and call bj one pendant vertex
of the jth path (j = 1, . . . , r). Take another vertex v. For each vertex u in {x1, . . . , xk, a1, . . . , at , b1, . . . , br} create
two new vertices u′, u′′ and link each of them by an edge to each of u, v. The resulting graph G is bipartite, connected,
and has n = 3k + 6t + 6r + 1 vertices. It is easy to see that v is the only good vertex of G, with d(v) = 2(k + t + r),
v(G) = 2(t + r), and ′(G) = 2k + 4(t + r), and that (G) = k + 2(t + r) + 1 = n − ′(G).
3. Chordal graphs
Now let us consider the case of chordal graphs. Recall that a graph is chordal if it does not contain a chordless cycle
of length at least four (a hole). We begin with an observation.
Observation. Let G be a chordal graph. Suppose that G is crowned, and let v be any good vertex of G. Then:
• N(v) has no square component;
• if two sensitive vertices a, b of N(v) are adjacent, then {a, b} is a component of N(v), and (consequently) Xv(a)=
Xv(b);
• for every component C of N(v), the set N(C) is a clique and (consequently) Xv(C) is a clique.
Proof. The ﬁrst item is obvious since G is chordal. The second item follows from the deﬁnition of a sensitive vertex
and from the ﬁrst item. To prove the third item, suppose on the contrary that for some component C of N(v) the set
N(C) is not a clique. So there are non-adjacent vertices w, x in N(C), and there exist a neighbour a of w in C, a
neighbour b of x in C, and a chordless path P in C with endvertices a, b (possibly a = b). We choose a, b, P so that P
is as short as possible. Then P ∪ {w, x, v} induces a hole, a contradiction to the chordality of G. Thus the observation
holds. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a connected chordal graph. The following properties are equivalent:
(I) (G) = n(G) − ′(G);
(II) G is a crowned graph and every good vertex v of G satisﬁes (a′′) and (b′′):
(a′′) any two non-adjacent sensitive vertices a, b satisfy Xv(a) ∩ Xv(b) = ∅;
(b′′) either N0(v) = ∅ and Sv = ∅, or N0(v) 
= ∅ and for every set Z ⊆ Xv , such that |Z ∩ Xv(a)|1 for each
a ∈ Sv , there is a vertex of N0(v) with no neighbour in Z;
(III) G is a crowned graph and some good vertex v of G satisﬁes (a′′) and (b′′).
Proof. First we prove (I) ⇒ (II). Suppose that (G)= n(G)−′(G) and let v be any good vertex of G. By Theorem
1.2, G is a crowned graph and v satisﬁes conditions (a) and (b). We show that this implies condition (a′′). For suppose
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on the contrary that some vertex w ∈ N(v) is adjacent to two non-adjacent sensitive vertices a, b of N(v). Condition
(a) and the fact that there is no square component imply that a, b are two leaves in the same corona component C of
N(v). Let x, y be the supports of a, b in C. Condition (b) implies that x, y are adjacent and w is not adjacent to one
of them. Then the subgraph induced by w, x, y, a, b contains a hole of length four or ﬁve, a contradiction. Thus (a′′)
holds.
Now assume that (b′′) does not hold. This assumption means that either (i) N0(v)=∅ and Sv 
= ∅ or (ii) N0(v) 
= ∅
and there is a set Z ⊆ Xv such that |Z ∩ Xv(a)|1 for each a ∈ Sv and every vertex of N0(v) has a neighbour in Z.
In case (ii), we may assume that |Z ∩ Xv(a)| = 1 for each a ∈ Sv , for otherwise we can add to Z a vertex of Xv(a)
and Z still has the required property. In case (i), let Z ⊆ Xv be a set obtained by picking one vertex in Xv(a) for each
sensitive vertex a ∈ Sv . Note that in either case we have Z 
= ∅. In either case, let Z2 be a set obtained by taking,
in each component C of N(v) of size two that has no sensitive vertex, a vertex that has a neighbour in N(v). Let Y
be the set of support vertices of all the non-sensitive leaves in all the corona components. Then Z ∪ Z2 ∪ Y has size
v(G) + |I (v)|. We claim that Z ∪ Z2 ∪ Y is a dominating set of G. Clearly, every sensitive vertex has a neighbour in
Z, and also v has a neighbour in Z, since Z 
= ∅. To complete the proof of the claim, consider any non-sensitive vertex
b. Then:
• If b is in a component of N(v) of size two, then b either has a neighbour in Z2 or is in Z2.
• If b is a leaf in a corona component, then its support is in Y.
• If b is a support vertex in a corona component C, let a be the leaf of b in C, let c be a non-leaf neighbour of b in
C, and let d be the leaf of c. If one of b, c is in Y, then b is in Y or has a neighbour in Y, so suppose the contrary.
Thus a, d are sensitive. Let w ∈ Z ∩ Xv(a) and x ∈ Z ∩ Xv(d). By (a′′), xa and wd are not edges. Considering the
subgraph induced by v,w, x, a, b, c, d, and using the chordality of G, it is easy to see that b is adjacent to w, so b
has a neighbour in Z.
• If b is in N0(v), then we are in case (ii) and b has a neighbour in Z.
• If b is in N(v)\N0(v), then b has a neighbour y in a component C of N(v). If C has a sensitive vertex a, then some
vertex x of Xv(a) is in Z, and b is either equal to x or adjacent to x since b, x are in N(C) which is a clique by the
Observation. Now suppose that C has no sensitive vertex. If C has size two, say C = {y, z}, then either y ∈ Z2, and
so b has a neighbour in Z2, or z ∈ Z2, and so z has a neighbour x ∈ N(v), and bz, xy are not edges since C has no
sensitive vertex, but then b, x, y, z induce a hole. If C is a corona component, then its leaves have no neighbour in
N(v), all its supports are in Y, and y is one of these, so b has a neighbour in Y.
Thus Z ∪ Z2 ∪ Y is a dominating set of size v(G) + |I (v)|, a contradiction. So (II) holds.
Next, the implication (II) ⇒ (III) is obvious.
Finally, let us prove (III) ⇒ (I). Let G be a connected crowned chordal graph that satisﬁes conditions (a′′) and (b′′)
for some good vertex v. Let D be any minimum dominating set. We must show that |D| = v(G) + |I (v)| + 1, so
suppose on the contrary that |D|v(G) + |I (v)|. Consider any component C of N(v). We note that:
• If C has size one, then D contains at least one vertex of C ∪N(C)=C ∪Xv(C) in order to dominate the vertex of C.
• If C has size two, then D contains at least one vertex of C ∪ N(C) in order to dominate the vertices of C, and if it
contains only one vertex then this vertex is in C ∪ Xv(C).
• If C is a corona component, let YC be the set of supports of C whose leaves in C are not sensitive. Then we may
assume that YC ⊆ D, for otherwise some non-sensitive leaf of C is in D, and we can replace it in D by its support
and still get a dominating set of minimum size. Moreover, for each sensitive leaf a of C, the set D must contain a
vertex x of N [a], and either x=a, or x is the support of a in C, or x is in Xv(a); and by (a′′) we know that for distinct
a’s such x’s are distinct. So D contains at least |Sv ∩ C| vertices of C ∪ Xv(C) in addition to YC . Thus D contains
at least |C|/2 vertices of C ∪ Xv(C) in order to dominate the vertices of C.
These three points, combined with condition (a′′), imply that D contains at least v(G)+ |I (v)| vertices in order to
dominate the vertices of N(v). Since we assumed |D|v(G) + |I (v)|, we have equality, which implies that in each
of the three cases above D contains exactly the indicated number of vertices (we call this the tightness condition) and
also that D contains no other vertex, in particular D contains no vertex of {v} ∪ N(v)\Xv , and so any vertex of N0(v)
has a neighbour in D ∩ N(v). The tightness condition implies that, for each a ∈ Sv , the set D contains at most one
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vertex of Xv(a). Since v /∈D, we have D ∩N(v) 
= ∅. If N0(v) 
= ∅, then the set Z =D ∩N(v) contradicts condition
(b′′). So N0(v)=∅, and by (b′′), Sv =∅, which implies Xv =∅. But then D actually contains no vertex of {v} ∪N(v),
and v is not dominated, a contradiction. So (I) holds. 
A simple but fairly general example of an extremal chordal graph is the following. Let H be any chordal graph with
h1 vertices, and let H ∗1 , . . . , H ∗k be k1 disjoint copies of the corona of H. Add 2hk vertices that induce a path P2hk ,
plus a vertex v whose neighbourhood is that path. For i = 1, . . . , k, pick a vertex of that path (one different vertex for
each i) and link it to a pendant vertex of H ∗i . The resulting graph G has n = 4hk + 1 vertices, and v is its only good
vertex, with d(v) = 2hk, v(G) = hk, and ′(G) = 3hk. It is easy to see that (G) = hk + 1 = n − ′(G).
We remark that conditions (a′′) can be checked in polynomial time, but condition (b′′) may be hard to check in
general, as we will see below. We ﬁrst give the following theorem, which illustrates a case where it is easy. The chordal
graphs in which the neighbourhood of every vertex is P4-free are known as Ptolemaic graphs and have been the object
of much study [1,5,10].
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a chordal graph such that for every good vertex v the neighbourhood N(v) is P4-free. Then
the equality (G) = n(G) − ′(G) can be checked in polynomial time.
Proof. As remarked above, it sufﬁces to test condition (b′′) for each good vertex. So let v be any good vertex. Note
that for each a ∈ Sv and any two vertices x, y ∈ Xv(a), we have either N [x] ∩N(v) ⊆ N [y] or N [y] ∩N(v) ⊆ N [x],
for otherwise there are vertices x′ ∈ N(x) ∩ N(v)\N(y) and y′ ∈ N(y) ∩ N(v)\N(x), and then x, y, x′, y′ induce
either a cycle or a P4 in N(v). This implies that Xv(a) contains a vertex xa such that N [y] ∩ N(v) ⊆ N [xa] for all
y ∈ Xv(a). Thus, there is a non-empty set Z ⊆ Xv such that |Z ∩ Xv(a)|1 for each a ∈ Sv and every vertex of
N0(v) has a neighbour in Z if and only if Xv 
= ∅ and the set Z = {xa|a ∈ Sv} itself has this property. Clearly, this
latter condition can be checked in polynomial time. 
Recall that a block graph is a graph in which every block (maximal 2-connected subgraph) is a clique. It is well-
known and easy to see that block graphs are exactly the chordal graphs that do not contain a diamond (graph obtained
from a clique of size four by removing one edge). Therefore every neighbourhood in a block graph is P4-free. This
implies the following:
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a block graph. Then the equality (G) = n(G) − ′(G) can be checked in polynomial time.
In contrast, let us show that the problem remains difﬁcult for general chordal graphs. So assume that we have a
chordal graph G and a good vertex v of G, and we want to check whether conditions (a′′) and (b′′) of Theorem 3.1
hold. As mentioned already, condition (a′′) can easily be checked in polynomial time, and the ﬁrst alternative of (b′′)
(“N0(v) = ∅ and Sv = ∅”) can also obviously be checked in polynomial time. So assume that (a′′) holds and that the
ﬁrst alternative of (b′′) does not hold. We claim that checking the second alternative of condition (b′′) (“for every set
Z ⊆ Xv , such that |Z ∩ Xv(a)|1 for each a ∈ Sv , there is a vertex of N0(v) with no neighbour in Z”) is equivalent
to the following:
Problem (P): Let H be a graph whose vertex-set is partitioned into a non-empty clique Q and a non-empty stable
set S (a “split” graph); given disjoint cliques Q1, . . . ,Qk ⊂ Q, does H admit a dominating set D ⊆ Q with
|D ∩ Qi |1 for each Qi?
Indeed, given graph G above, let H be the graph whose vertex set is Xv ∪ N0(v) ∪ Sv , such that Xv is a clique of H,
N0(v) ∪ Sv is a stable set of H, and for every vertex x of N0(v) ∪ Sv we have NH(x) = NG(x) ∩ Xv . Deﬁne sets
Q1, . . . ,Qk ⊆ Q as follows: if a is a sensitive vertex not in a component of size 2 of N(v), let Xv(a) be one Qi . If a, b
are adjacent sensitive vertices, thus forming a component C of size 2 of N(v) by the Observation, let Xv(C) (which is
equal to Xv(a) and Xv(b)) be one Qi . Note that Q1, . . . ,Qk , are disjoint by (a′′). Now it is a routine matter to check
that the second alternative of (b′′) is equivalent to answer No to Problem (P).
Conversely, let H be an instance of Problem (P), with clique Q, stable set S, and pairwise disjoint sets Q1, . . . ,Qk ⊆
Q. Let G be the graph obtained by taking H, adding a new vertex v with neighbourhood equal to Q ∪ S, and for
i = 1, . . . , k adding a new vertex si with neighbourhood equal to Qi . Then v is a good vertex of G (because every
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component of N(v) has size 1); it satisﬁes condition (a′′) (because the Qi’s are pairwise disjoint); the ﬁrst alternative
of (b′′) does not hold (because N0(v) ⊇ S 
= ∅); and it is a routine matter to check that the answer to Problem (P) is
No if and only if condition (b′′) holds.
Thus, if we can prove that Problem (P) is NP-complete, we obtain that checking (b′′) is co-NP-complete.
To show that (P) is NP-complete, consider the Hypergraph 2-Colourability Problem, which is NP-complete
[8, p. 221]:
Input: A hypergraph H = (V , F );
Question: Does H admit a 2-colouring of its vertices such that every edge of H contains
at least one vertex of each colour?
We can reduce any instance H of Hypergraph 2-Colourability to an instance G of Problem (P) as follows. For each
vertex v of H, create two adjacent vertices v1, v2 in G and call Qv the clique {v1, v2}. Add all possible edges between
any two Qv’s, and call Q the union of the Qv’s. For each edge e of H, create two non-adjacent vertices se, te in G, and,
if e = {x, y, z, . . .}, add an edge from se to each of x1, y1, z1, . . . and an edge from te to each of x2, y2, z2, . . . . No
further edge is added in G, so Q is a clique and G\Q is a stable set. Clearly the size of G is polynomial in the size of
H. Suppose that G has a dominating set D with |D ∩ Qv|1 for each v ∈ V . By adding vertices to D if necessary, we
may assume that |D ∩ Qv| = 1 for each v ∈ V . If v1 ∈ D, colour v blue; if v2 ∈ D, colour v red. Since, for each edge
e of H, both se and te have a neighbour in D, the edge contains a blue vertex and a red vertex. Conversely, suppose that
H admits a 2-colouring blue/red. Then deﬁne a set D by taking, for each vertex v of H, vertex v1 if v is blue and vertex
v2 if v is red. Clearly the set D is a dominating set of G. This reduction shows that Problem (P) is NP-complete.
So, in contrast with bipartite graphs, deciding whether (G)=n(G)−′(G) is co-NP-complete for chordal graphs.
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